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Temperature Scanning Solutions - Once students and staff are back at school some sort of
temperature assessment may be required for entry. The attached flyer shows different types of
scanners appropriate for mobile solutions, mass entry, and kiosks. We have researched the
various options and can provide cost information on them.
Barriers and Screens – Similar to the plastic screens you have seen in grocery stores, we are
available to help design and procure barriers or redesign spaces as needed to protect office
staff, lunch staff, teachers, etc. These solutions look professional and are customized to each
space to maintain an inviting atmosphere. Please see the attached flyer for more information.
QR Reader Assessment – In addition to temperature readings, a daily health assessment may be
required to deny entry to those with certain symptoms and also track people who enter
buildings. To comply with this requirement as we proceed with construction work, we designed
a questionnaire (accessed through a QR reader) that everyone must fill out before entering a
jobsite. The responses are sent to a database and can be sorted and filtered as necessary to
track where a person was working and who they may have come in contact with. The
assessment also sends a Pass (green) or Fail (red) email to the individual so they know if they are
allowed on site. See the attached document for more information. Barton Malow can work
with your district to set up a similar system to track entrance to your buildings as needed.
Building components – Installation of “touchless” options for various building components in
high traffic areas such as bathroom plumbing fixtures (sinks, lavatories and urinals), drinking
fountains and automatic door operators. Improving indoor air quality through updated air
treatment and filtration systems, ultra-violet light and updating control sequences in your
building management systems to maximize outside air circulation.
Technology – We employ experts in technology design to assist with mobile classroom design
and also have a team member dedicated to blended/virtual learning training. As a former
teacher and technology director, she understands both sides of the equation and can assist your
district with virtual learning.

Barton Malow is committed to helping our clients create safe learning environments. We would be
happy to discuss the items listed above or anything other challenges you need assistance with. Please
contact Stephanie Hachey at 586.615.7719 or stephanie.hachey@bartonmalow.com for more
information.

